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Abstract
The goal of this challenge1 was to evaluate new and existing algorithms for automated detection of metastases in hematoxylin and
eosin (H&E) stained whole-slide images of lymph node sections. To this end, both slide-based and lesion-based evaluation was
made. Several classiﬁcation methods were tested including classical and deep learning techniques. The most eﬃcient one for the
dataset tested was Bagging Tree classiﬁers using texture features. In the slide-based classiﬁcation an AUC equal to 0.9952 was
obtained, with 98.13% of TP and 1.28% of FP. The TP result decreases in the lesion-based evaluation. Two methodologies were
proposed for this second evaluation. Method 1 was based on the convex area of the regions and method 2 based on morphophone-
mic, geometric and statistical features. The sensitivity for lesion detection was 39.83% and 36.66% respectively, though the false
positive average is kept low about 12.28 in method 1 and 10.71 in method 2.
c© 2016 The Authors. Published by Elsevier B.V.
Peer-review under responsibility of the Organizing Committee of MIUA 2016.
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1. Introduction
Whole-slide images (WSI) processing is slowly becoming more relevant for clinical trials, to ensure proper classiﬁ-
cation of cases and lower diagnosis discrepancy rates. The challenges in digital pathology have led to improvement in
image analysis techniques resulting in better opportunities oﬀering to the pathologist for treatment of benign tissues.
There are multitude of histopathological processes which are still made by hand and a digital workﬂow is needed.
One of the most demanding diagnosis is the cancer detection, especially, breast cancer detection.
There are some studies in the literature on how to perform WSI breast classiﬁcation: Ehteshami Bejnordi2, Cruz-
Roa3 and Nayak4.
The paper of Ehteshami Bejnordi presents an automatic method to detect and classify ductal carcinoma in situ in
H&E WSI of breast tissue. The method proposed uses multi-scale superpixel classiﬁcation to detect epithelial regions
in the slides. A region-based classiﬁer employing a large set of textural (statistical and structural) and architectural
features was used to discriminate between ductal carcinoma in situ and benign tissue. 205 WSIs of two diﬀerent
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databases were employed to evaluate the method obtaining two type of results: global classiﬁcation on the slide and
the lesion level. The system ﬁnds 2.6 false positives per WSI. Regarding the lesion evaluation, the method detects
80% and 83% of the ductal carcinoma in situ lesions in an abnormal slide, at an average of 2.0 and 3.0 false positives
per WSI, respectively.
Cruz-Roa used a deep learning approach for automatic detection and visual analysis of invasive ductal carcinoma.
The method was evaluated using a convolutional neural networks (CNN) over a WSI dataset from 162 patients.
Among these, 113 slides were selected for training and 49 slides for testing. As result for automatic ductal carcinoma
detection, the method achieves 71.80% of F-measure and 71.80% balanced accuracy.
In the Nayak study, also CNN was used to perform a classiﬁcation of glioblastoma multiforme and clear cell
kidney carcinoma based on a variation of the restricted Boltzmann machine, a type of stochastic recurrent neural
network. Glioblastoma multiforme WSIs were divided into three classes: necrotic, transition into necrosis and viable.
In the case of clear cell kidney carcinoma, WSIs were decomposed into tumor types, stroma, normal, and others.
The method evaluation was carry out using 1400 and 2500 slides of glioblastoma multiforme and clear cell kidney
carcinoma obtaining ﬁnally a classiﬁcation accuracy of 84% and 81%, respectively.
This paper proposes an algorithm to classify breast tissue and detect metastases in H&E stained whole-slide images
(WSIs) of lymph node sections using textural features. Several classiﬁcation methods were tested including classical
and deep learning techniques. The most eﬃcient one for the dataset tested was Bagging Tree classiﬁers.
2. Material
The WSIs used to test the algorithm were obtained from two independent datasets collected in Radboud University
Medical Center (Nijmegen, the Netherlands), and the University Medical Center Utrecht (Utrecht, the Netherlands).
The ﬁrst dataset is composed of 170 WSIs divided into 100 normal slides and 70 slides containing metastases. On
the other hand, the second dataset includes 100 WSIs divided into 60 normal and 40 slides containing metastases.
Both sets were stained using H&E. Slide images have a pyramidal format so each level stores the slide at a diﬀerent
magniﬁcation. The image sizes range between 1 and 3 GB, that is an average of 100,000 x 200,000 pixels.
Regarding software implementation, the OpenSlide library was used to read the whole-slide images. The Image
Processing and PRTools (Pattern Recognition Tools) MATLAB toolboxes were used to perform the tissue segmen-
tation and classiﬁcation processes. In terms of hardware, experiments were performed on an Intel Core i7 950 3.07
GHZ computer with 12 GB RAM and an Intel i7 Xeon 3.4 Ghz with 64 GB RAM.
3. Methods
Firstly, the thumbnail slide image is used to select a ROI (Region of Interest) focused on extracting only the area
of the image where the tissue is located. Thus, most of the background is removed what reduces computational time.
Later, that ROI is calculated on the 40x image and divided into smaller ROIs or subsamples of 400 × 400 pixels.
This can lead to between 20000 and 160000 ROIs. These small regions will be used to calculate 1st and 2nd Haralick
statistical coeﬃcients5 that can be used as features for the ROIs classiﬁcation. The 1st order statistical descriptors are
based on the image histogram, such as mean, variance or percentiles. The 2nd order statistical descriptors consider
the relationship of the image pixels. They are based on the Grey Level Co-occurrence Matrix (GLCM) of the image.
GLCM are 2nd order histograms that represent the spatial dependence of the image pixels. These spatial relationships
are calculated from the neighbouring pixels in a sliding window. The pixels involved in this calculation are called
reference and neighbour pixel. The process begins at the top left of the window and ends at the bottom right. Fur-
ther, these relationships can be deﬁned by indicating the distance and the angle between the reference pixel and its
neighbour6. Distances were taken at 1, 3 and 5 pixel-wide neighbourhoods at 0◦, 45◦, 90◦ and 135◦ to cover diﬀerent
directions. A total of 241 features were calculated.
In the case of a normal slide, all ROIs can be used directly as the benign classiﬁcation in the training set. However,
in the case of tumour slides, only the ROIs that contains tumour tissue must be selected, and therefore the slide mask
image is needed to localize the tumour areas. Furthermore, to create a proper ROI set to represent the metastases class
for classiﬁcation, those ROIs which contain less than 60% carcinoma tissue are rejected. However, since the amount
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of small ROIs can go up to 160000 in a single WSI, the number of features increases too much to be supported by the
classiﬁer (that is 160000 x 241), forcing us to select a random feature set from the original training set, see Fig. 1.
Training and test processes were carried out using 10-fold cross-validation (10fcv). 10fcv randomly divides the
dataset into 10 disjoint subsets of approximately equal size. Then, each fold is classiﬁed separately by using the
remaining 9 subsets to train. The Bagging classiﬁer was selected to perform classiﬁcation process of the ROI images.
Bagging (Bootstrap Aggregating) is a method of classiﬁcation which generates weak individuals classiﬁers using
Bootstrap. Weak classiﬁers are trained using a random set of the original examples so many of these samples may
be repeated in each classiﬁcation. The total error classiﬁcation is given by the sum of bias and variance of each
classiﬁer7. An ensemble of bagged decision trees was trained with 50 trees. That decision was based on previous
studies about breast tissue classiﬁcation in which tree classiﬁers demonstrated a valuable capacity to distinguish the
diﬀerent breast tissue classes8. It is worth mentioning that texture features belonging to an image used for the test set
are dismissed in the training process, see Fig. 2.
Fig. 1: Training set creation.
Fig. 2: Classiﬁcation process.
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A comparative analysis was done using Deep Learning classiﬁcation. The 400 × 400 subsamples were used to
train a Convolution Neuronal Network (CNN). To this end, the Caﬀe framework was used. The CNN contains two
convolutional layers, see Fig. 3, each one followed by a MAX pooling layer. These results are a reduced-resolution
output feature map which is robust to small variations in the location of features at the previous layer. Additionally,
a fully-connected Inner Product layer is used followed by the ReLU operation, which adds non-linearity. This CNN
used sample images of small size, about 40 × 40 pixels. Thus, each subsample was resized to 40 × 40 pixels. The
CNN was trained with a batch size of 64 and a maximum of 480 iterations. Optimization was done using stochastic
gradient descent (base learning rate=0.0005, momentum=0.9, weight decay factor=0.0005). The learning rate was
subject to inverse decay and a SoftMax loss function was used. The method described in9 (”Xavier’s method”) was
used to ﬁll the network weights prior to start of training. The same 10fcv is employed to create the training and testing
sets. This framework gave very promising results during the training process, with 90-95% accuracy. However, the
results of the testing process with the trained CNN were worse, around 70% accuracy. Therefore, this method was
discarded.
Fig. 3: Convolutional Neuronal Network architecture.
3.1. Evaluation Results
This challenge deﬁned two strategies to evaluate the performance of the algorithm:
1. Slide-based Evaluation: The algorithms were assessed in discriminating between slides containing metastases
and normal slides. Receiver operating characteristic (ROC) analysis at the slide level was performed and the
measure used for comparing the algorithms was area under the ROC curve (AUC).
2. Lesion-based Evaluation: For the lesion-based evaluation, the free-response receiver operating characteristic
(FROC) curve was considered. The FROC curve is deﬁned as the plot of sensitivity versus the average number
of false-positives per image.
Therefore, the results obtained with the ROI classiﬁcation must be ﬁltered and ﬁtted to the requested challenge
results. A graphic result of the previous ROI classiﬁcation for an image in the test set is shown in Fig. 4 a). White
regions correspond to potential tumor areas where the probability of true detection (tumor region) is greater than 70%.
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The main drawback of the proposed method is that a single cancerous area is given as multiple separated regions.
These regions must be joined together and a slide-based robust evaluation is required.
(a) (b)
Fig. 4: a) Graphic result from “Test 016.tif” image and b) Graphic result from dilated “Test 016.tif” image
In order to reduce the large number of separated regions, a region clustering is made by means of a 10-size dilatation
using a disk-shaped kernel. The result of this processing is shown in Fig. 4 b). That new possible cancer regions were
used to carry out the slide and lesion based evaluations.
3.1.1. Slide-based Evaluation
To evaluate whether each entire WSI has cancer diﬀerent measures are obtained for each of the previous white
regions. First, morphometric and geometric descriptors are extracted such as area, bounding box, centroid, convex
area, convex hull, eccentricity, equivalent diameter, Euler number, extent, ﬁlled area, major axis length, minor axis
length, orientation, perimeter, extrema, solidity, score and num. The score is the highest conﬁdence value of the
regions that make up a ﬁnal dilated region. This conﬁdence value is given by the previous bagging classiﬁcation step.
The num descriptor is the number of the regions that composed one dilated area. Then, a total of 24 region descriptors
are obtained for each region. Furthermore, 12 1st order statistical measures are calculated for each region, those
are: mean, standard deviation, summation, minimum, maximum, median, moda, correlation coeﬃcient, variance,
covariance, kurtosis and skewness. The number of positive regions detected in each WSI is also used. Finally, 12 ×
24 + 1 = 289 features are obtained for each slide.
To tackle the slide-based evaluation, the same 10fcv is used for the training dataset. Using 9 subsets, a SVM
classiﬁer with polynomial kernel is trained. The remaining subset is tested with the trained model. This procedure is
repeated 10 times changing the test subset, see Fig. 5. Those slides that have been classiﬁed as cancer are saved in a
.csv ﬁle with its score classiﬁcation. The Receiver Operating Characteristic (ROC) and Area Under Curve (AUC) are
calculated for this ﬁrst evaluation. These results are shown in the following section.
3.1.2. Lesion-based Evaluation
The ﬁrst evaluation classiﬁes each slide as ’Normal’ or ’Tumor’. Afterwards, for each positive alarm, i.e. the
regions detected as tumor, it is necessary to ﬁnd out if they are false or positive detections. For this second lesion-
based evaluation, two approaches are proposed:
• Method 1: The ﬁrst approach uses only the convex area as region descriptor and a threshold to discriminate
whether the region is tumor or not. The threshold selected was equal to 600.
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Fig. 5: Slide-based evaluation process
• Method 2: The second approach uses the previous 289 region descriptors together with additional texture
features to classify into false or true detections. The texture features (2nd order statistical descriptors) used in
this 2nd classiﬁcation step are: autocorrelation, contrast, cluster prominence, cluster shade, dissimilarity, energy,
entropy, homogeneity, maximum probability, variance, sum average, sum variance, sum entropy, diﬀerence
variance, diﬀerence entropy, information measure of correlation1, information measure of correlation2, inverse
diﬀerence, inverse diﬀerence normalized and inverse diﬀerence moment normalized. Then, a classiﬁer is trained
using the regions that match with the masks as positives and not as negatives. The same 10fcv slide divisions
are used. An ensemble of bagged decision trees is trained with 200 trees, see Fig. 6. It must be mentioned
that all these features used in this classiﬁcation step were extracted from the 10x magniﬁcation level and no
statistical analysis of signiﬁcance was performed due to the time constrain of the challenge.
Fig. 6: Lesion-based evaluation process using the method 2
Once the regions have been classiﬁed, the results are stored in a .csv ﬁle, one for each classiﬁed slide. Result ﬁles
contain information about the regions classiﬁed: conﬁdence score and X and Y coordinates in the WSI. The results of
the two methods are shown in the following section.
4. Results
The results obtained for the ﬁrst slide-based evaluation with the Receiver Operating Characteristic (ROC) are
shown in Fig. 7 with an Area Under Curve (AUC) equal to 0.9952. The results of this evaluation were very good with
a percent of TP equal to 98.13% and of FP equal to 1.28%.
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Fig. 7: Slide-based Evaluation ROC based on texture classiﬁcation by means of a Bagging Tree.
The Free-Response Receiver Operating Characteristic (FROC) is obtained lesion-based evaluation. The FROC is
calculated for each method, for method 1 based on convex area thresholding and for method 2 based on a bagging tree
classiﬁcation using morphometric, geometric and textural features of the detected lesions, see Fig. 8.
(a) (b)
Fig. 8: a) Lesion-based Evaluation FROC based on a convex area thresholding and b) Lesion-based Evaluation FROC based on morphometric,
geometric and textural feature classiﬁcation by means of a Bagging Tree.
While the TPR of the slide-based evaluation was 98.13%, for the second lesion-based evaluation the sensitivity
decreases down to 40%. Thus, for method 1 the metastases detection sensitivity is 0.398, similar than for method 2
with a sensitivity of 0.366. The False Positive Average gave better values. It is kept low with a value of 12.28 for
method 1 and decrease to 10.71 with method 2.
Another issue to take into account is the computational time to classify a WSI. This depends on several factors:
number of tissue ROIs in the WSI, tumour regions found, lesion-based classiﬁcation method, etc. The average time
to classify a complete WSI takes between 1 and 3 hours.
5. Discussion
The method proposed gave very good results for the slide-based evaluation with an AUC equal to 0.99 with 98.13%
of TP and 1.28% of FP. The TP result decreases in the lesion-based evaluation. Two methodologies were proposed
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for this second evaluation. Method 1 was based on the convex area of the regions and the method 2 based on morpho-
phonemic, geometric and statistical features. The sensitivity for lesion detection was 39.83% and 36.66% respectively,
though the false positive average is kept low about 12.28 in method 1 and 10.71 in method 2. Therefore, there is still
room for improving the lesion-based detection. The most robust and accurate classiﬁcation method tested and com-
pared in this study was the Bagging Tree. The CNN methodology was also used to perform the ROI classiﬁcation. The
CNN gave good results for the training but not for the testing being therefore this methodology discarded. However,
additional study of the CNN may be also done for the lesion classiﬁcation process. Further analysis of the feature
extracted from these lesions should be done with a proper statistical analysis at the higher magniﬁcation, i.e, 40x,
mainly for texture analysis.
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